About FX Luminaire

Get Connected with a Professional

FX Luminaire is an industry-leading manufacturer of
high-quality, high-efficiency landscape and architectural
lighting products with a focus on the advancement of
LED technology and digital lighting control with zoning,
dimming and color adjustment capabilities.

No matter where you live or what type of landscape you
have, hiring a professional to design your outdoor lighting is
the best way to maximize your property’s potential.
Contact your local lighting contractor and ask about a
consultation today.

EXPAND
Your Nighttime Living Space
& Enhance Your Home

FX Luminaire is a division of Hunter Industries, one of the
world’s leading manufacturers of irrigation products. Being
a part of the Hunter family of businesses gives us access
to a deep corporate infrastructure with global reach,
significant funding for research and development, and a
world-renowned customer support system.

Leaders in Corporate Responsibility
FX Luminaire and Hunter Industries are committed to
producing innovative solutions that save energy and water,
and our efforts for conservation extend far beyond our
product lines. The practice of minimizing resource use is
alive in every aspect of our business, including our facilities
and manufacturing processes.
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LANDSCAPE & ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING

FX Luminaire Products
Create a Variety of Effects

Outdoor landscape
lighting is an
affordable way to
beautify your home

Benefits of Installing a
Low-Voltage Lighting System

Hiring a Professional Is the
Best Way to Ensure Quality

Outdoor landscape lighting is an affordable way to
beautify your home and create additional living space
without costly renovations. By adding a low-voltage
lighting system you can:

Be sure to hire a qualified lighting contractor to choose
the best products, design a professional installation,
and provide necessary maintenance.

• Enhance outdoor gatherings by lighting eating
and grilling areas, patios, pools, and spas.
• Make your home safer by illuminating
walkways, steps, and entryways.
• Highlight landscaping, stonework, and
architectural details.
• Create curb appeal with special lighting effects.

Up lights add a tremendous
amount of texture, contrast, and
interest by highlighting trees
and landscaping.

Down lights mimic the effects of
moonlight and are practical when
hung or mounted above tables,
barbecues, and seating areas.

Path lights provide safe
illumination for walkways.

Wall lights increase safety,
define edges, and enhance
ambience.

Specialty lights such as well
lights are used to illuminate
driveways; underwater lights
add drama to water features.

Controllers provide power
to your lighting system with
traditional, digital, or advanced
zoning/dimming/color control
with optional Wi-Fi capabilities
from your smart device.

• Local lighting contractors know the correct
installation for a successful system.
• Contractors guarantee their work with services
and warranties.
• Lighting professionals understand landscape
lighting needs and follow local ordinances.
• They’re experts in proper lighting design and
electrical codes.
• The professional’s skills will ensure years of
trouble-free performance.

